
THE SCHRAM ACADEMY 

CLASS IX 
SUBJECT TOPIC RESOURCE LEARNING OUTCOME INSTRUCTIONS / STEPS 

ENGLISH 

English Reading and 

Grammar 

ENGLISH WORKSHEET 

(to complete) 

 learn to work on an integrated grammar 

exercise 

 develop the ability of the students to 

correct errors in a given place  

1. Complete the given worksheet 

 TAMIL 

    - 1 

           

(       ) 

TAMIL NOTES 

(to learn) 

 

TAMIL WORKSHEET 

(to complete) 

                      

      

             

                      

      

1. Read the Poem from text book pdf 

2. Learn the notes 

3. Complete  the worksheet using A4 sheet 

HINDI 

 

Grammar 

 

 

GRAMMAR WORKSHEET 
(to complete) 

GRAMMAR PDF 

(to complete) 

 

 learn to frame sentences with idioms 

 
1. complete the worksheet 

FRENCH LESSON -1La famille  Draw your family tree. ● Improve their writing ability and 

creativity. 

1. Dessinez votre arbre de famille  et 

Presentez votre famille 

MATHEMATICS NUMBER SYSTEM https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=4s98Idizm4E&list=PLsPHGmJ

TU63HOcB9gTE-

Df8LzVmLbftqG    

(to watch) 

 Understand the concept of numbers 

(Rational Nos. and Irrational Nos.) 

 Insert 5 rational nos between the two 

given nos. 

 Represent the irrational nos on the No. 

line and p/q form 

 Laws of Exponents 

1. Read the questions in the worksheet 

thoroughly and answer 

2. Complete the worksheet using A4 sheet 

PHYSICS MOTION  PHYSICS WORKSHEET- 

 Numerical Problems 
  (to complete) 

● identify and apply the appropriate 

formulas to be used for the given 

problems 

● differentiate between speed and velocity  

1. Follow the instructions given by the teacher 

during the zoom session. 

2. complete  the homework sums given and as 

well as  the worksheet in A4 sheet 

CHEMISTRY MATTER IN OUR 

SURROUNDINGS 
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=WHMXN7RvkGk 

 

CHEMISTRY NOTES 

CHEMISTRY QUESTION BANK 

(to learn) 

 Define evaporation 

 Explain the factors affecting rate of 

evaporation 

1. Watch the video. 

2. Learn the given notes. 

 

BIOLOGY CHAPTER 5- THE 

FUNDAMENTAL UNIT 

OF LIFE 

 

TOPIC:  

CELL DIVISION  

(MITOSIS AND 

MEIOSIS) 

https://youtu.be/Ikw3KCdlAN4 

https://youtu.be/zrKdz93WlVk 

BIOLOGY NOTES 

 Cellular Reproduction, Types of 

cell division -features and 

significance. 

BIOLOGY WORKSHEET 

MCQs, Assertion -Reason type 

questions and Q/As.   

 Define Cellular Reproduction. 

 Know about various stages of cell 

division. 

 Understands about growth and 

development process.  

 Describe Amitotic cell division, Mitosis 

and Meiosis. 

 Explore how cellular reproduction occurs 

in plant cell and animal cell. 

1. Watch the video. 

2. Learn the given notes. 

3. Try to find out answers for intextbook Q/A 

in pg.no.59 and 63. 

4. Complete the worksheet using A4 sheet. 

5. Make a comparison and write down the 

ways in which plant cells are different 

from animal cells. 

6. Why is cell division important for Humans 

. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4s98Idizm4E&list=PLsPHGmJTU63HOcB9gTE-Df8LzVmLbftqG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4s98Idizm4E&list=PLsPHGmJTU63HOcB9gTE-Df8LzVmLbftqG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4s98Idizm4E&list=PLsPHGmJTU63HOcB9gTE-Df8LzVmLbftqG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4s98Idizm4E&list=PLsPHGmJTU63HOcB9gTE-Df8LzVmLbftqG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHMXN7RvkGk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHMXN7RvkGk
https://youtu.be/Ikw3KCdlAN4
https://youtu.be/zrKdz93WlVk


 Analyse the difference between Mitosis 

and Meiosis. 

 

SOCIAL 

SCIENCE 

The French revolution 

(Part -I) 

French society during the 

late 18
th

 century. 

The outbreak of the 

revolution  

SOCIAL SCIENCE 

NOTES 

 

SOCIAL SCIENCE QUESTION 

BANK 

(to learn) 

● understand the meaning of revolution and  

become familiar with the social set up of 

the French society. 

● Have a clear idea about the reason for the 

French to start this revolution 

● Analyse the situation giving rise to 

various factors of Revolution. 

●  To understand the  ideals of the 

French Revolution 

● To comprehend the legacy of the 

revolution. 
 
 

1. Since  Zoom classes for this chapter are 

being taken , only notes and worksheets  

for learning purposes are shared. 

2. Students will have to read the notes and 

mark all the important points, dates and 

events.  

3. students will have to answer the MCQ and 

the question bank as and when the relevant 

topics are being completed. 

4. The students will have to make a flowchart  

for the sub topic taught after the each 

Zoom  session. 

INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY 

Word Processing: 

 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=y-AiPdAYixI 

● how to start MS-word,  

● create, close and save a document 

● component of ms work 

 

1. Practice typing few text in ms-word, save it 

and close ms word 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-AiPdAYixI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-AiPdAYixI

